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Cosmic microwave background (CMB) studies underpin our understanding of the universe and its history.
Until recently, we have relied principally on CMB temperature observations to build our standard cosmological
model, but today the field forges ahead into its next frontier – CMB polarization anistropy. Polarization measure-
ments will furnish fresh and independent information on the primordial density perturbations and cosmological
parameters, and they offer the exciting potential to detect primordial gravity waves, constrain dark energy and
measure the neutrino mass scale. I review the science and long–term goals of CMB polarization measurements
and discuss current results and future observational projects. A vigorous program of ground–based, suborbital
and space–based (e.g., WMAP and Planck [2008]) experiments is guiding us towards a future space mission
dedicated to high precision polarization measurements.

I. INTRODUCTION

Observations of the cosmic microwave background (CMB)
anisotropy have driven the remarkable advance of cosmol-
ogy over the past decade [1]. From them we have learned
that we live in a spatially flat universe where structures form
by the gravitational evolution of nearly scale invariant, adi-
abatic perturbations in a predominant form of non–baryonic
cold dark matter. Combined with either results from super-
novae Ia (SNIa) distance measurements [2], the determina-
tion of the Hubble constant [3] or measures of large scale
structure [4], they furthermore demonstrate that a myste-
rious dark energy (cosmological constant, vacuum energy,
quintessence...) dominates the total energy density of our
Universe. These observations have established what is rou-
tinely called the standard cosmological model:ΩM ≈ 0.25=
1−ΩΛ, ΩBh2 ≈ 0.022 andH0 ≈ 70 km/s/Mpc [5]. Because
the observations in fact over–constrain the model, they test its
coherence and its foundations, marking a new era in cosmol-
ogy.

The CMB results are remarkable for a number of reasons.
They divulge the existence of density perturbations on su-
perhorizon scales at decoupling and hence give us a glimpse
of new physics (inflation or other) working in the early uni-
verse. The observed peaks in the power spectrum affirm the
key idea that coherent density perturbations enter the hori-
zon and begin to oscillate as acoustic waves in the primor-
dial plasma prior to recombination; their position justifies the
long–standing theoretical preference for flat space with zero
curvature. Their heights measure both the total matter and
baryonic matter densities and thereby attest that most of the
matter is non–baryonic; and, in a scientifictour de force, the
CMB–determined baryon density broadly agrees with the to-
tally independent estimation from Big Bang Nucleosynthe-
sis [6].

These milestones are founded almost exclusively on study
of the temperature, or total intensity, anisotropies. The Planck
mission[32] (launch 2008) will essentially complete this work
by decade’s end with foreground–limited temperature maps
down to ∼ 5 arcmin resolution, leaving only the smallest
scales unexplored. In this exciting context, the field is already
turning to CMB polarization measurements for their wealth of

new information.

II. CMB POLARIZATION

Humble Thomson scattering generates CMB polarization at
decoupling [7], because of the polarization dependence of the
differential cross section:dσ/dΩ ∝ |ε′ ·ε|2, whereε andε′ are
the incoming and outgoing polarization states [8]. Note that
only linear polarization is involved. This dependence on po-
larization state means that an observer measuring a given po-
larization sees light scattered preferentially from certain direc-
tions around the scattering electron in the last scatter surface.
The orthogonal polarization preferentially samples different
parts of the sky. Any local intensity anisotropy around the
scattering electron thus creates a net linear polarization at the
observer’s detector. Quantitatively, it is the local quadrupo-
lar temperature anisotropy that produces the net polarization,
because of the cos2θ dependence of the cross section. Also
observe that the signal is actually generatedin the last scat-
tering surface, where the optical depth transits from large to
small values; the optical depth must of course be non–zero,
but too large a value would erase any local anisotropy around
the scattering electrons.

Polarized light is commonly described using the Stokes pa-
rameters [8]. Since the CMB is linearly polarized, we only
need the Stokes parametersQ andU , each of which is defined
as the intensity difference between two orthogonal polariza-
tion directions. Let(x,y) and(x′,y′) refer to two coordinate
systems situated perpendicular to the light propagation direc-
tion and rotated by 45 degrees with respect to each other. Then
Q≡ Iy− Ix andU ≡ Iy′ − Ix′ .

Clearly, the values ofQ andU depend on the orientation of
the coordinate system used at each point on the sky. It is con-
venient from a theoretical standpoint to look for coordinate–
free descriptions, which could then be translated into any
particular coordinate system. Two such descriptions were
first proposed for the CMB by Zaldariagga & Seljak and by
Kamionkowski et al. [9]. The former, in particular, model po-
larization as a spin 2 field on the sphere, an approach used in
the publicly available CMB codes [10].

The coordinate–free descriptions distinguish two kinds of
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FIG. 1: Polarization patterns around an local intensity extremum.
Black bars designate the polarization direction. The upper row de-
picts the even parityE–mode (negative on the left, positive on the
right), and the lower row the odd parityB–mode (negative on the
left, positive on the right). The red arrows show the projected wave
vectors of plane wave perturbations converging at the extremum.

linear polarization pattern on the sky by their different parities.
In the spinor approach, the even parity pattern is called the
E–mode and the odd parity pattern theB–mode. Consider a
peak in CMB intensity (see Figure 1). If the polarization bars
are oriented either in a tangential or a radial pattern around
the peak, we have anE–mode; if, on the other hand, they
are oriented at 45 degrees (relative to rays emanating from
the peak), we have aB–mode: a reflection of the sky about
any line through the peak leaves theE–mode unchanged (even
parity), while theB–mode changes sign (odd parity)[33].

Another useful way to see this is to consider the wave vec-
tors of the plane wave perturbations making up the intensity
peak; they radially point towards the peak center (see Figure).
We then see that anE–mode plane wave has its polarization
either perpendicular or parallel to the wave vector. AB–mode
plane wave, on the other hand, has a linear polarization at
45 degrees to the wave vector. The wave vector in fact de-
fines a natural coordinate system for definition of the Stokes
parameters: in this system,Q=E andU=B. This is particularly
useful when discussing interferometric observations.

A. The Physical Content of CMB Polarization

This decomposition of polarization intoE andB–modes is
powerful and practical. Firstly, the two different modes are
generated by different physical mechanisms, which is not sur-
prising, since they are distinguished by their parity. Secondly,
their different parity guaranties that we can separate and indi-
vidually measure the two modes and total intensity patterns on
the sky. This is extremely important because the three signals
vary greatly in amplitude (see Figure 2).

FIG. 2: Angular power spectra. The bold solid black
line shows the temperature power spectrum from scalar
perturbations in the standard flat model (WMAP 3–
year values were adopted: (ΩMh2,ΩBh2,h,ns,τ,σ8) =
(0.127,0.0223,0.73,0.951,0.09,0.74) [15]), while the thin black
line gives the temperature perturbations from tensor perturbations
when r = 0.5. The green (upper) and blue (lower) short dashed
curves are, respectively, the scalarTE (absolute value shown)
and EE power spectra for the standard model; the former is well
measured on large scales by WMAP [26]. The red long dashed lines
indicate the tensorB–mode power forr = 0.5 (upper) andr = 10−4

(lower). Gravitational lensing produces theB–mode power shown as
the red 3–dot–dashed curve peaking atl ∼ 1000.

Since theory predicts Gaussian perturbations (of zero
mean), and current observations remain fully consistent with
this expectation, we describe CMB anisotropy with the power
spectrumCl , which is nothing other than the second moment
of the perturbation field in harmonic space (i.e., the variance).
Most CMB milestones to date have been obtained from tem-
perature measurements, which in this context means from
measurement of the temperature angular power spectrumCTT

l .
When considering polarization, however, there are in fact 4
power spectra to determine:CTT,CTE,CEE,CBB. We do not
expect the primordial perturbations to care about parity, which
implies that statistical measures of the anisotropy, such as
power spectra, should have even parity. This means that the
other two possible power spectraCTB

l = CEB = 0[34].

Inflation generates both scalar (S) density perturba-
tions [11] and tensor (T) gravity wave perturbations [12]. The
scalar perturbations are created by quantum fluctuations in the
particle field (usually assumed to be a scalar field) driving
inflation. After inflation, these perturbations grow by grav-
ity to form galaxies and the observed large scale structure.
Gravity waves, on the other hand, decay once they enter the
horizon, and thus leave their imprint in the CMB on large an-
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gular scales (around and larger than the decoupling horizon,
∼ 1deg).

Gravity wave production by inflation, although a reason-
able extrapolation of known physics, would nevertheless be
something fundamentally new. These waves would not be
generated by any classical or even quantumsource(i.e., by the
right–hand–side of Einstein’s equations); we suppose instead
that the gravitational field itself (more specifically, the two
independent polarization states of a free gravity wave) expe-
riences vacuum quantum fluctuations like any field. Finding
tensor perturvations from inflation would therefore not simply
be a detection of gravity waves, but also a remarkable obser-
vation of the semi–classical behavior of gravity.

Current data limit (see below) the tensor contribution to the
temperature power spectrum to less than 50%, and it could be
much less. We quantify the relative amplitude of the scalar
and tensor perturbations by the parameterr ≡ PT/PS, where
PT andPS represent the power in the respective modes at a
pivot wavenumber[35] [13]. Since the scalar power is mea-
sured, we user to express the gravity wave amplitude. The
first year WMAP data combined with large–scale structure
observations limitedr < 0.53 (95%) [14]; improving on this,
the third year WMAP data alone limitr < 0.55 (95%) for
power–law primordial spectra [15]). Unlike the scalar modes,
which depend on the slope of the inflation potential, the grav-
ity wave amplitude depends only on the energy scale of infla-
tion, EI (specifically,PT ∝ (EI/Mpl)

4, whereMpl is the Planck
mass). Quantitatively[36], we haveEI = 3.4×1016 GeV r1/4.
Thus, the above limit onr corresponds to an upper limit on
the inflation scale ofEI < 2.8×1016 GeV.

B. The Importance of theE–B Decomposition

Both scalar and tensor perturbations generate temperature
anisotropy (CTT); primordial scalar perturbations, however,
cannot create B–mode polarization, and hence only contribute
to CEE andCTE. We can understand this by considering a
plane wave scalar perturbation passing over a scattering elec-
tron: the local intensity quadrupole around the electron must
be aligned with the wave vector, which implies that the polar-
ization of the scattered light must be either perpendicular or
parallel to the projected wave vector – in other words, a pure
E mode. The axial symmetry imposed by the scalar nature of
the density perturbations prevents anyB–mode production.

Figure 2 shows inflationary predictions for the vari-
ous CMB power spectra from inflation–generated scalar
and tensor perturbations in the standard flat model with
WMAP–3 parameter values(ΩMh2,ΩBh2,h,ns,τ,σ8) =
(0.127,0.0223,0.73,0.951,0.09,0.74)[37] [15]. The temper-
ature power spectrum from scalar perturbations is given by
the bold solid black curve, while the light, black solid curve
gives the maximum allowable tensor contribution to the tem-
perature power spectrum, i.e., at the current limit ofr < 0.53.
It would be very hard to significantly improve on this limit
with temperature measurements alone. One can do better by
combining CMB temperature and large–scale structure data;
Spergel et al. [15], for example, tighten the limit tor < 0.28

(95%) by combining the WMAP–3 data with the measured
SDSS power spectrum. While powerful, this approach is in-
direct and model–dependent. Fortunately, CMB polarization
offers a direct and much more sensitive gauge for the exis-
tence of primordial gravity waves, which explains the intense
interest in CMB polarization science.

The other curves in the figure correspond to the various
polarization power spectra. The short dashed green (upper)
and blue (lower) lines show the predictedCTE andCEE power
spectra generated by scalar perturbations. The TE cross spec-
trum in fact changes sign, but I only plot its absolute value.
The bump at low multipoles in the polarization spectra arises
from Thomson scattering after reinonization; note that I have
taken an optical depth ofτ = 0.09 [15].

These predictions for the scalar generated polarization
spectra follow directly from the measured temperature power
spectrum and the assumption – usually adopted in the standard
model – that the scalar perturbations are purely adiabatic, as
befits most simple inflationary scenarios. Given the measured
temperature spectrum, we could change the predictedCTE and
CEE spectra by adding a mixture of isocurvature perturbations.
Observations of these polarization modes therefore constrain
the presence of such isocurvature modes[38].

In contrast to scalar perturbations, gravity waves (T) push
and pull matter in directions perpendicular to their propaga-
tion, aligning the local intensity quadrupole in the plane per-
pendicular to the wave vector. The loss of axial symmetry
permits bothE andB–mode production. Since the expansion
dampens gravity waves on scales smaller than the horizon,
these tensor effects only appear on angular scales larger than
∼ 1◦ (the angular size of the decoupling horizon).Hence, B–
mode polarization on large angular scales is the unique sig-
nature of primordial gravity waves[17].

The amplitude of the gravity wave signal depends only on
the energy scale of inflation, and a measurement ofB–mode
polarization on large scales would therefore give usa direct
determination of the energy scale of inflation[39]. The red
long–dashed curves in Figure 2 show the tensorB–mode spec-
trum for two different amplitudes – the upper curve for the the
current limit of r < 0.53 (EI ∼ 3×1016 GeV), and the lower
one forr = 10−4 (EI ∼ 3.4×1015 GeV).

C. Gravitational Lensing

Gravitational lensing of CMB anisotropy by structures
forming along the line–of–sight to decoupling also generates
B–mode polarization, but on smaller scales [18]. Lensing de-
viates the photon trajectories (preserving surface brightness)
and scrambles our view of the decoupling surface [19]. As
theE–B modes are defined as pure parity patterns on the sky,
scrambling any such pattern will clearly destroy its pure par-
ity, thereby leaking power into the opposite parity mode. If,
for example, there were onlyE–mode perturbations at decou-
pling (e.g., gravity waves are negligible), we would still see
someB–mode in our sky maps on small angular scales caused
by gravitational lensing.

This lensing signal has its virtues and sins in the present
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context. On the down side, it masks the gravity waveB–mode
with a foreground signal with an identical electromagnetic
spectrum; thus, we cannot remove it using frequency infor-
mation. We can, however, extract and remove the lensing sig-
nal by exploiting the unique mode–mode coupling (between
different multipoles, absent in the primary anisotropies) in-
duced by the lensing [20]. Assuming that we eventually con-
trol foreground contamination sufficiently well, uncertainty in
this cleaning process would ultimately limit our sensitivity to
gravity waves [21].

On the positive side, the lensing signal carries important
information about the matter power spectrum and its evolu-
tion over a range of redshift inaccessible to other observa-
tions. This gives us a powerful means of constraining dark en-
ergy and a singular method for determining the neutrino mass
scale [22]. Since the expansion governs the matter perturba-
tion growth rate, comparison of the amplitude of the power
spectrum at high redshift to its amplitude today probes the in-
fluence of dark energy. The shape of the power spectrum, on
the other hand, is affected by the presence of massive neutri-
nos, which tend to smooth out perturbations on small scales
by free streaming.

Recent studies indicate that by measuring the lensing po-
larization signal to its cosmic variance limit, we would ob-
tain a 1σ sensitivity to the sum of the 3 neutrino masses of
σΣ = 0.035 eV [22]. This is extremely important: current neu-
trino oscillation data call for a∆m2 = (2.4+0.5

−0.6)× 10−3 eV2

(2σ) [23][40], implying that the summed mass of the three
neutrino species exceeds the ultimate CMB sensitivity.CMB
polarization therefore provides a powerful and unique way to
measure the neutrino mass scale, down to values unattainable
in the laboratory.

The red triple–dot–dashed curve in Figure 2 shows theB–
mode polarization predicted from lensing in this model. Its
amplitude is set by the amplitude of the primordialE–mode
signal and of the matter power spectrum as it evolves. Since
gravity waves generate bothE–modes (their contribution is
not shown in the figure) andB–modes of roughly equal power,
we expect the scalarE–mode to dominate. Thus, we have
a good idea of the overall amplitude of the lensingB–mode
spectrum, although the exact amplitude and shape will de-
pend, as discussed, on the presence of isocurvature modes,
neutrinos and the nature of dark energy. For the curve shown
in Figure 2, I have adopted the standard model (no isocur-
vature perturbations) with a pure cosmological constant and
have ignored neutrinos.

III. OBSERVATIONAL EFFORT

Although we often refer to polarization as thenext stepin
CMB science, this erroneously gives the impression that it re-
mains for the future, when in fact different experiments have
already measured polarization on a variety of angular scales.
I give a summary of some of these results in Figures 3 and 4.

The DASI experiment at the South Pole was the first to de-
tect CMB polarization, bothE andTE modes [24]; their re-
cently published 3–year results [25] are shown in Figures 3

FIG. 3: TE power spectra. The curve shows the power predicted by
the standard model (and measured on large scales by WMAP [26], al-
though not reproduced here). Red diamonds give the BOOMERanG
results, green boxes the DASI 3–year results and blue triangles the
CBI results. The thin black error bars show the BOOMERanGTB
power, a foreground tracer.

and 4 as the green squares. The original DASI detection was
followed by WMAP’s measurement ofCTE on large scales
down to l ∼ 500 from the first year data [26]; these are not
reproduced in the figure.

The BOOMERanG collaboration has reported measure-
ments of CTT, CTE and CEE and a non–detection ofB–
modes [27]. Combining their new BOOMERanG data with
other CMB and large scale structure data, MacTavish et
al. [28] constrainr < 0.36 (95%). These results are shown
in Figures 3 and 4 as the red diamonds.

The CBI experiment has also published new measurements
of CTT, CTE and CEE, as well as a non–detection ofB–
modes [29]. These are shown in Figures 3 and 4 as the blue
triangles. The black asterisk in Figure 4 gives theE–mode
power measurement by CAPMAP [30].

Finally, WMAP has just published its 3–year data set and
analysis, for which Pageet al. [26] present the polarization
results; I show the measuredE–mode power spectrum as the
X’s in Figure 4. Besides these measurements of the primordial
spectrum, WMAP has given us important information about
the Galactic foregrounds. On large scales (low multipoles),
polarized foreground emission dominates the cosmicEE (and
BB) signal even in the foreground minimum atν ∼ 60 GHz
and at high Galactic latitudes. This situation is in contrast to
that of the temperature anisotropies, which dominate the sky
at high Galactic latitudes over a rather large range of frequen-
cies around the minimum (∼ 80 GHz for intensity). The fore-
ground power, however, drops off with increasing multipolel ,
so that the cosmicEE signal dominates byl ∼ 100.
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FIG. 4: EE and BB power spectra. The curve shows the standard
model prediction forCEE. Points are labeled as in the previous figure.
The black asterisk is the CAPMAPE–mode power measurement,
and the blackX’s show the WMAP–3EE spectrum forl > 20 (the
pre–cleaned QWV row taken from Table 8 of Pageet al. [26]. In
this figure, the thin black error bars give each experiment’sB–mode
measurements (excluding WMAP); they are all consistent with zero.

These new WMAP results have considerably tightened the
constraint on the optical depth to reionization. The full model

fit to theTT, TE andEE spectra now givesτ = 0.09±0.03, a
result that is mainly driven by theEE measurement at low
multipole (in the “reionization bump”). This in turn im-
proves the constraint on the primordial spectral indexns by
significantly reducing the degeneracy betweenτ andns. The
best fit model favors a a value below the pure scale invariant
Harrison–Zel’dovich spectrum [15, 31].

All of these results are consistent with each other and with
the prediction, shown in the figures as the black curve, of the
standard cosmological model assuming pure adiabatic modes.
The measurements are, however, still a long way from the pre-
cision we currently enjoy on the temperature power spectrum.

Scheduled for launch in 2007/2008, the Planck satellite will
greatly advance our knowledge of CMB polarization by pro-
viding foreground/cosmic variance–limited measurements of
CTE andCEE (andCTT) out beyondl ∼ 1000. We also expect
to detect the lensing signal, although with relatively low pre-
cision, and could see gravity waves at a level ofr ∼ 0.1. The
Planck blue book quantifies these expectations.

A leap in instrument sensitivity is required in order to go
beyond Planck and get at theB–modes from lensing and grav-
ity waves. This important science is motivating a vast effort
world wide at developing a new generation of instruments
based on large detector arrays. Numerous ground–based and
ballon–borne experiments are actually observing or being pre-
pared. In the longer term future, both NASA (Beyond Ein-
stein) and ESA (Cosmic Vision) have listed a dedicated CMB
polarization mission as a priority in the time frame 2015-2020.
Such a mission could reach the cosmic variance limit on the
lensing power spectrum to measure the neutrino mass scale
and perhaps detect primordial gravity waves from inflation
near the GUT scale. Conquest of the new frontier has begun.
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